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 In the distant future of 2030, humanity has achieved
historic feats such as technology, travel beyond the
solar system, social inequality in the world has ended
and they live in a better world. On August 26, 2035, the
company Venec makes an announcement that it will
need 4 people to travel to the unexplored planet
called Toi 700, a distance from Earth of 369,000,000
000,000 billion light years, the 4 people are summoned
counting on, biologist Mary and researcher, Steven
nanotechnology technician, Paul engineer and
researcher, mission commanded by Captain Harry, the
objective of the mission is to explore the planet. The
next day the team is preparing for the launch of the
spacecraft and placing many expectations on the
mission, all the crew are excited for the launch and
the countdown starts 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, the ship
is successfully launched, reaching a speed of 3000
light years, launched into space and with the ship's
unstable system The ship's crew create expectations
of what their arrival on the planet will be like.



Continuing their journey light years, on the way they
come across asteroids coming towards them, some
asteroids hit the ship but do little damage and they
are able to continue their journey, with little to go
before arriving in Toi 700 they can see the sun which
is quite different from what exists in the Milky Way
they observe that it is much denser and its moon has
a blue color, a few hours pass and they finally arrive in
Toi 700 a very tiring trip, the Captain lands the ship
with small problems but Paul and Steven stay on the
ship to fix it and Harry, together with biologist Mary,
leave the ship to explore the planet, walking for a few
minutes the two see a very strange animal never seen
on any planet, a being with 3 heads similar to a snake
but very different, they observe from afar with
binoculars and it seems to be very aggressive so in
order not to run the risk of the animal attacking
them, they decide to continue the walk further ahead
they come across many exotic flowers with black and
orange, pink and green, red and pink.



the biologist Mary decides to take a sample to study
more about these plants, when she is collecting the
sample she observes on the horizon a civilization with
super technological buildings, with several plants
around, many trees, she as a biologist was very happy
with the fact that that this civilization cares about
plants and trees, Captain Harry was fascinated by it
all, he had never seen anything like it, while they
watch from afar as it touches Steven and Paul who
say they fixed the ship and ask Harry and Mary return
to the ship, then the two, happy with what they saw,
take a photo of paradise that will remain not only in
their memory but will also show the world this
beautiful place, after a few hours they arrive on the
ship everything is ready to leave everyone They enter,
everything is stabilized ready to return to Earth,
Captain Harry then begins to start the ship and
thanks his teammates for repairing the ship, leaving
the planet Toi 700. They discovered that it is inhabited
by beings but were unable to see what they are like on
From perspective they seem to be very intelligent.



arriving light years on Earth, the objective of
exploring the planet Toi 700 was completed, everyone
was fascinated by this very diverse planet and the very
beautiful landscape, they received the award from the
company Venec for honoring this mission and
completing it successfully, the biologist received an
award for taking the most beautiful photo in the world
with the photo containing a wonderful landscape,
Steven and Paul received a medal for working as a
team, and Harry the Captain received an award for the
best commander he ever had on earth honoring his
rank, The story of the planet Toi 700 has continued to
inspire generations on Earth. The mission to Toi 700
was not only a scientific achievement, but also a
cultural milestone. Discoveries about the planet's
diversity and beauty have led to public interest in
space exploration and the potential for life beyond
Earth.


